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 hapter  25 

�� If that does not work, then they should at 

least wish in their _______________ that the 

person doing wrong will stop. 

�� Allah � wants us to always do 

_______________ and stop 

cannot stop  

hearts good  

Stopping Wrong 
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people from doing bad as much as we can. 

�� If a Muslim sees something wrong they should 

make it _______________. 

�� If they _______________ make it stop, then they 

should talk to whoever is doing wrong to make 

them stop. 

Circle the correct answer. 

 

1.  How would you stop two kids younger than you 

from bothering each others? 

�� Walk away from them wishing that they would 

stop. 

�� Go in between to stop the fight, then talk to them. 
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2.  How would you stop your friend from bothering a 

little kid? 

�� Talk to your friend to stop bothering a little kid. 

�� Walk away from them wishing that your friend 

would stop. 

 

3.  How would you stop a big bully from hurting a 

little child? 

�� Ask an adult to help you. 

�� Go in between and stop the bad bully. 

 

4.  What is the weakest of faith? 

�� To stop the wrong doing by wishing for it to stop. 
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�� To stop the wrong thing by talking to the people 

who are doing it to quit it. 

 

We must stop wrong. 
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Prophet Muhammad � said, 

“Who ever sees evil being done, 

they should try to stop it.  But if they 

cannot do so, then they should try to 

talk whoever is committing evil to 

stop.  And if they cannot do so then 

they should just wish that whoever is 

doing evil would stop.  And to just 

wish is the weakest of faith. 

Hadith 
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�� If a Muslim sees something wrong 
they should make it stop. 

�� If they cannot make it stop, then they 
should talk to whoever is doing wrong 
to make them stop. 

�� If that does not work, then they should 
at least wish in their hearts that the 
person doing wrong will stop. 

�� Allah � wants us to always do good 
and stop people from doing bad as 
much as we can 

emember! R 


